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Go in any direction, and you can be sure to find a whoop-de-doo new world. Hyper Drive is the most
puzzle/platformer-like "Switch Force" game ever. You'll zoom through dimensions, romp across

thrilling landscapes, battle mind-blowing bosses and jump off of ever-expanding structures, surfing
the winds of high-speed gravity. And in case you're bored of jumping, there's a slew of new, non-
jumping ways to explore. And for you, a Switch Force fan, Hyper Drive is even better! This edition

features three new mini-games - Laser Race, Lock Latch, and Mega Jump - all of which expand on the
familiar "Switch Force" gameplay. "Switch Force" is the phrase that every player associates with the

series. It means different things to different people. For some, it's the perfect mix of exploration,
puzzle-solving, air-pushing, and platforming. For others, it's a quick easy way to dodge bosses and
break free. There's something for everyone in this classic series. With more than 70 classic levels

included on 10 high-definition mini-games, classic characters like Sergeant Hat, Corporal Gendarmor,
Patrick, and Dr. Cockroach, and a brand new cast of enemies and bosses. This edition even includes
a Link to unlock all the bosses from "Switch Force Hyper Drive"! Enter the hyper-powered universe of
ALL-NEW hyper-dimension-hopping stages! Engaging, new combat system for "Switch Force" fans!
"Switch Force" meets "Hyper Drive"! NEW mini-games! NEW characters! "Switch Force" monsters

plus new bosses and enemies! Full high-definition graphics! Pellet Gun! Bonus soundtrack,
wallpapers, and boss logo! Contents of Memory Card PSP memory card slot included Dual Analog

Sticks! 4-way directional pad 3 action buttons Full-featured manual included English, Spanish,
French, and German language options available Widescreen Mode supported Supported Themes:
Open Tabs Plays: 305467 User Rating: Game Description:It's the year 3087, and the State of New

York has been hit with a 50% GDP growth, due to the discovery of a planetoid, The Stone. Suddenly,
the world is over populated, and people are moving to the state to find a place
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Features Key:

Easy to Play
Perfect for All Ages
Get higher grades when you play
Moisture Generate Craft

25Mashable Wheat, Corn, Rice
Rewards received when you play matchmaking and dough level increases
Complete difficulty mode with higher grade rewards

Through the World Map
Raise your rank when you play Mode Matchmaking
Craft more and more and obtain more score on the tiles
Feeling the vibration when you play mini dices
Hundreds of DIY modes
Set the speed,betting amount,spin amount. 
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var majipu = {""; mm_MML_PluginName : 'VehiCraft', mm_MML_Template :
"{regions_count}"}; 
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